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B in the following characteristic fashion: "I'm am inclined to think
B that Barnard's statue of Lincoln is &,good one, because Lincoln's son,
B Robert T. Lincoln, does not like it. The statue looks like the Lincoln
B who has been described to me by w en who knew him. It doesn't look
B like a smoothed and slickened steel engraving. Mr. Robert T. Lincoln
B might prefer a more aristocratic-lookin- g statue of his father, but I
B doubt if such a one would qonform either to art or truth."
B Thus, tersely, does Mr. Reedy hit the nail on the head. What, he
B I infers, is art if it does not conform to truth? How else is it to be

H judged? The editor of the New York Times holds that the sculptor
B has been at pains to present his subject in an ugly pose and to denote

H certain physical defects, and insists that "the humble origin of the
B I man, the uncouthness his enemies found in his personality, need not
B be suggested in a statue intended to personify for all time the triumph

of the democratic principle." Augustus Thomas is of a similar opin- -
B ion.. He strongly objects to the extraordinary prominence of the un- -
B ) shapely hands and feet, as depicted in the statue, and suggests that
B "when we try to immortalize a man in bronze we should take him at
B his best, not at his 'most natural.' "
B The preponderance of opinion, however, is in support of the Bar--
B j nard statue. A certain school of critics may prefer to send a more

'B handsome likeness of Lincoln abroad, but others score them soundly
B for their seemingly shame-face- d attitude. "This is the people's Lin- -
B coin," the defenders of the monument stoutly assert; in life and in
B memory his utter homeliness made a strange appeal to their hearts,
B and they would not have him otherwise. They have no apologies to
B ' make for his physical imperfections and are more than willing to have
fl a statue carved in his own image stand among the monuments of the
B old world as typifying the true spirit of American democracy.
B In view of the strange spell that the statue is said to cast over
B those who study it the ennobling mood it creates and the exalting ap- -

Bj j peal it makes we should like to see a replica of the monument reared
Bj I in every capital of the old world, and elsewhere, wherever down--

B trodden people congregate, to the end that they might gaze upon the
H I likeness of the immortal Lincoln and gain inspiration from the silent
H appeal. of his great soul.
H

H A DANGEROUS TEND ANCY.t

H TT'T is to be hoped that the President and the Priority Board will
H JL be able to induce Mr. Hoover and Mr. Garfield to compose their
H j differences before an open breach occurs between the respective chiefs
H of the food and fuel administrations. That the latter should insist
H upon fuel being given the right of way on the railroads is but natural ;

H that the former should insist that this preference be given to food is
H just as natural. But that either of the esteemed gentlemen should
H demand priority transportation at the expense of the other's depart- -

H ment is a sorry circumstance and should not be tolerated for a min- -

H At that, it is only fair to assume that this controversy is a result
H of the system and in njo sense a reflection upon the personal integrity
H of the gentlemen involved. Rivalry of such a nature is bound to arise
H so long as the administration persists in attempting to wage the war
H along present lines. During the past six months we have rapidly re- -

H solved ourselves into a bureaucratic government. Hundreds of com- -

H missions, councils, boards of control and administrators have sprung
H up like mushrooms, each charged with special duties and supposed to
H j operate in a particular field. But their respective fields of endeavor
Hi

l
necessarily overlap and too little thought has been given to their co- -

B ' ordination. As matters now stand, the President alone possesses the
H power to reconcile and adjust their conflicting activities and it is a
H physical impossibility for him to undertake the gigantic task alone.
H, He needs assistance, else our war machinery is bound to break down
Hj of its own weight. The present system is too cumbersome. It will
Hij! not permit of team work and we must have team work to win the war.
Hjj ' The cry for an non-partis- an government for the prosecution of
H .the war is being heard on every hand. The plan looks plausible but
Bh that is for the President, not the politicians, to decide. His is 1he re- -

Hfljj sponsibility, and if he prefers a partisan administration, that is his
Hljf , He realizes full well the disadvantages of a division

of authority and for that reason insists upon partisan government, so
far at least as his official family is concerned. But, by the same rule,
the auxiliary administration that he has assembled to assist him in
carrying out his war program is hopelessly divided against itself, by
virtue of disputed authority, and herein lies his greatest difficulty.
The civilians whom he has summoned to serve in a semi-offici- al ca-

pacity were trained in the school of efficiency ; they have no political
axes to grind; they have nothing but contempt for the red-tap- e of
petty authorities ; but they are willing to give the government their
best services so long as they can see that they are getting results.

That friction has arisen between the dollar-a-ye- ar men and the
petty official despots was to be expected. The former are accustomed
to doing big things in a big way and balk at unnecessary interference.
Whether the President, diplomat that he is, will be able to compose
these conflicting elements remains to be seen. It goes without saying
that he has sufficient horsepower harnessed to pull the wagon out of j

the mud, but whether he has the team hitched up right is open to
question.

THE HAUGHTY HERTLING.

iwITH the elevation of von Hertling to the Prussian chancellor-JL- s

snP mucn was promised in the way of internal reforms but lit-

tle expected. Therefore his maiden speech before the Reichstag was
not disappointing. He is said to be charged with the duty of effecting
a coalition liberal government. If so, he made a bad start. But the
probabilities are that his main mission is to soft-soa- p the people and,
if possible, take some of the curse off of the war lords. Even so, it
would seem that he blundered. Evading any positive declaration of
policies respecting internal problems, he devoted the major portion
of his effort to a dissertation on the glory of Germans arms and in-

dulged in a stirring tribute to the triumphant movement against Italy.
At that, the speech was accepted with marked satisfaction by the ma-

jority groups in the Reichstag, but the socialist party's pledge of sup-

port had a string to it. It was as though this latter group had said :

"Go ahead, Mr. Chancellor; we'll give you a chance, but make sure
that you fulfill your promises." Those who had expected von Hert-
ling to propose a new peace program were disappointed, of course.
The Kaiser and the Big Three Hindenburg, Ludendorff and Mack-ense- n

evidently censored that part of the Chancellor's speech, and
decided that it would be folly to talk about peace with Russia demoral-
ized and Italy on the run.

What most impressed us in von Hertling's address was his allu-

sion to the victory that had been gained in Italy. In recounting the
ground that had been gained and the number of guns and prisoners
that had been captured, he referred to the "booty" that had fallen into
Prussian hands, How much booty, he was not prepared to state, but
it was a tremendous amount more than enough to compensate the
Germans for all the losses they had sustained. There was a time
when it was customary to "boast of the "booty" of battles and to meas-
ure the success at arms in terms of the plunder obtained. But we are
supposed to be living in a civilized age and that custom belonged to
the ancients and the dark ages. That the accredited spokesman of a
supposedly enlightened people should have the audacity to arise in
their highest assembly and relate the achievements of their armies
in terms of "booty" acquired, passes all understanding. For the sake
of Christianity and civilization the haughty Hun must be humbled,
and it is for this that we have gone to war. If there be any American
who has not yet been able to reconcile himself to our mission, let him
read von Hertling's speech and reflect upon its real meaning. Then he
will realize that we have made no mistake.
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YNG'S cavalry, charging the German guns at Premy Chapelle,
cutting down the gun crews and contributing no little to Haig's

great success in the Cambrai drive, recalls the dashing days of Sheri-
dan in the Civil War when the charging of artillery with mounted
troops was Fighting Phil's favorite diversion. It goes back even fur-

ther to the days of classic warfare, when the Greek hoplites emerged
from the valley of death at Marathon on the run and fell upon the-Persia-

horde. Thus does history repeat itself, v '


